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The objectives of this thesis are to evaluate scheduling methods and most
common construction project management software (CPMS) which are Primavera and
MS Project, and to determine most widely used project scheduling techniques and CPMS
with a survey. The thesis focus on project scheduling since it is very deterministic for
project success. Evaluation results indicate that, Gantt Chart Method and PDM are useful
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projects, and LOB Technique is for repetitive projects. The comparison between
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction to Construction Management
The management of a construction project involves a professional discipline

which strives to plan, schedule, coordinate and observe a construction project to complete
it on time, within budget, and meeting the specifications defining the project scope. To
help with this purpose, many different methods and disciplines are developed to increase
the performance of the project with cost and time. Kerzner (2009) stated that classical
management has five main principles which are planning, organizing, staffing,
controlling and directing. Construction management involves a project team that
undertakes project needs during different phases. The members of the project team are
construction manager, clients, contractor, and designer. Project team members take over
several sub-processes, including but are not limited to scoping, designing, budgeting,
defining responsibilities, risk management, and quality management (Harris and
McCaffer, 2013).
To achieve these goals, cost management and time scheduling are very important
for a construction project’s success. However, there are problems such as time delays
and cost overruns that may occurs (Kumaraswamy and Chan, 1998). Cost overruns and
time delays are situations to be minimized for a project because they increase the budget
and risk while decrease the productivity and relatively reliance. Several control
techniques were developed over the years to minimize the negative effects of these
1

deflections and reduce the complexities. Critical Path Method (CPM), Gantt or bar charts,
networks, milestone charts, Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), and
Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT) are the most common methods for
scheduling.
Scheduling of high complexity and high risk projects is not easy to implement
because of the large amount of data for multiple activities and difficulties to observe the
reports. For these reasons, commercial software such as Primavera Project Management
(P6) and MS Project were developed to help decision makers and project managers for
planning and scheduling. Research done by Liberatore, Pollack-Johnson, and Smith
exhibited that these two commercial programs are most common packages used in the
construction industry (Liberatore, Pollack-Johnson, and Smith, 2001). Users can save
time to react to changes and can find faster solutions for a problem during the
management process by using Primavera (Castro-Lacouture et al., 2009). Also, the model
can be changed with users’ preferences without complexity and difficulty.
By the development of many countries and advancement of the technology,
construction industry has become more professional by day. This professionalism
requires knowledge about the construction management and ability to use software to
simplify and facilitate the processes. Therefore, this thesis will explain the main points
for scheduling and will be used as a guide for construction management.
1.2

Thesis Objective
The construction management professional has several options as to the tools they

can use to achieve their goal of completing a project on time, within budget, and with the
desired quality as defined by the specifications and contract documents. These tools can
2

be manual methods, but generally rely on commercial software as a way of reducing data
management time and increase overall accuracy. These computer-based management
options also facilitate the evaluation of options which can improve overall construction
and reduce the use of resources and personnel.
To help clarify current activities, with attention to looking at practice in the
southeastern United States versus overseas, this project will attempt to:


illustrate the importance and goal of construction management



define and examine the methods for construction project scheduling



determine best appropriate methods for different construction project types



be a guide for all the members of the management team, and



define the ideal schedule for a construction with high performance

As a result of this research effort, we will give a brief explanation about the usage
of most widely used construction project management software Primavera P6 and MS
Project.
We will base this on data collected using a questionnaire study completed by
construction managers from the US and Turkey which will address construction project
scheduling methods and software application.
1.3

Methodology
The objectives of the thesis were accomplished with a literature review to identify

current scheduling techniques and to determine convenient methods for different type of
construction projects. Moreover, Primavera P6 and MS Project software were explained
with model interfaces step by step. All information needed for a scheduling project such
3

as tasks, start and finish times, task relationships, and durations were described and
defining them into both software were explained with illustrations. The main reason to
explicate both Primavera and MS Project was to see the differences, disadvantages and
advantages clearly and understandably. A matrix table was purposed to indicate
functionalities of these two software programs.
In addition, to complete thesis objectives a survey study was aimed to be
complete to evaluate effects of scheduling, scheduling methods, and project management
software usage in the construction industry. Some audiences were reached by e-mail
addresses and others were called for an appointment to complete the printed survey. Lists
of email addresses were taken from Associated General Contractors (AGC), Texas
Department of Transportation, and Engineering News Record (ENR). Also, local
construction companies were visited to give copies of printed survey. Furthermore,
emails were sent to some construction companies in Turkey. Lists of contractors were
taken from the Union of Chambers of Turkish Engineers and Architects. Also, the author
took advantage of working in several companies in Turkey. The author contacted his
previous co-workers to get a response to the survey. Graphical analyses were completed
by the responses given in the survey. Survey results were collected to indicate most
common methods and software used for scheduling in the construction industry.

4

CHAPTER II
SCHEDULING METHODS
2.1

Introduction to Scheduling Techniques
The construction industry has become very competitive. Therefore, many

techniques have been developed to reduce the workload and increase productivity in a
fluent way for construction project management. Many scheduling techniques have been
used and their importance to construction management was noticeable. The most
common scheduling techniques used are:


Gantt or bar charts,



Critical Path Method (CPM),



Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT),



Precedence Diagramming Method, and



Line of Balance (LOB) Technique

Advantages touted for all of these scheduling methods include:


They reduce cost overrun and time delay problems.



They help project managers to focus on the aim of the project.



They provide an opportunity to work with a compatible relationship
between members of the team.

5



They help manager to find alternative solutions to a problem by answering
some important questions such as the impact of the delay on a project
completion, determination of slack, and defining critical elements.



They provide a medium to inspect the harmoniousness of the work with
the project.



They give an opportunity to foresee probable negative factors and to take
precautions for these factors.

2.1.1



They contribute to standardize the inspections.



They ensure elementary structure to report information.



Critical path or longest path is identified by scheduling techniques.

Gantt or Bar Charts
Gantt chart method is the most common method for scheduling because it is easy

to prepare, read and understand (Wei et al, 2002, Kumar, 2005). It was developed by
Henry Gantt in early 1900s. The use of the Gantt chart method has risen with the
popularity of computer programs (Wilson, 2003). In this technique, activities are shown
in a graph with horizontal bars against time. Each bar represents an activity, its starting
and ending points, and its duration. In other words, bar chart is a graph which has defined
time in horizontal direction and defined activities in vertical direction. Start and end times
are specified for all activities. The duration of activities is represented with bars which
are lined up from left to right. The length of the bars indicates the duration of the activity.
The graph is in a chronological order which gives managers an opportunity to observe
activity sequences.
6

Although bar charts are very readable and the least complex of the methods, they
have many disadvantages for large projects (Maylor, 2001). First, bar charts do not give a
relation between activities. An essential issue for comprehensive project management,
this deficiency makes it harder to control the project. Subsequently, it is harder to control
project costs. Secondly, bar charts do not give an idea about the uncertainty and
sensitivity of the scheduling. Lastly, they often are not clear in presenting the start of the
specific activities. Therefore, Gantt charts do not present activities in a way that allows
determination of early or late start, early or late finish, or any float in the project activities
schedule.

Figure 2.1

Gantt Chart

However even with such limitations, the bar chart method, can be a useful
technique for small projects. Gantt charts are hard to update for large projects, however in
small projects dependencies and durations can be updated easier.

7

2.1.2

Critical Path Method (CPM)
Critical Path Method (CPM) was developed by Du Pont and UNTVAC in 1957.

Since that time CPM has become a very popular tool for scheduling complex and large
projects (Mubarak, 2003). By the development of the technology, managers started to
use computer programs which are Primavera Project Planner (P3) and Microsoft Project
for scheduling of construction projects (Liberatore et al., 2001 and Kelleher, 2004). These
programs are usually based on network scheduling and, most commonly CPM.
Determining the effects of a delay of an activity to another activity or project
completion time is easy in CPM. Also, this method provides an opportunity to compare
the works done and works scheduled. CPM is based on arrow diagrams and networks
(Korman, 2004). Nodes are defined for every activity and are given numbers that could
not be used more than once. Arrows represent activities and the nodes represent events.
Only one arrow can be used for each activity. All arrows must be between two nodes
because the system should have one start and one end point. Nodes should not have more
than one arrow. Durations are defined on each arrow and calculations are made in two
stages. On the first stage, the calculation is done forward to last activity. Early start and
end times are defined with that calculation. In the second stage, the calculation is done
from last activity to the first activity. Late start and end times are calculated with this
phase. After these calculations, float calculation can be completed to have a better
scheduling.
Project scheduling with CPM has 5 main steps.


Duration of activities



Logical relation
8



Forward and backward processes



Critical path (longest)



Float

Duration of activity is defined as the time is needed to complete an activity. In the
construction industry, activity duration is affected by many factors, so risk should be
considered. Sequence of activities is determined in logical relation step. Three logical
relations which are predecessor, consecutive, and simultaneous are defined between
activities. Forward and backward calculations are done after activity durations are
determined. These calculations include determining early start (ES), late start (LS), early
finish (EF), and late finish (LF) for each activity. After calculations made, if an activity
has same ES and LS, or EF and LF, this activity can be defined as “critical activity”. The
critical path is created from these critical activities and is the longest path from beginning
to end of the project. Activities that are not on the critical path have a difference between
their ES and LS, or EF and LF. Float is the differences of the early / late start and finish
of an activity. In other words, float shows the maximum delay of an activity that has not
any effect on the project completion time.

9

Figure 2.2

CPM diagramming (C can start after A and B are completed. Also D can
start after B is completed.)

Figure 2.3

CPM diagramming (C can start after A is completed. Also D can start after
A and B are completed.)

Figure 2.4

CPM diagramming (C and D can start after A and B are completed.)

10

Several logical rules are defined for preparing network scheduling.
1.

If more than one event is defined between two nodes, they cannot be
illustrated by broken line or curve line.

Figure 2.5

Example of wrong CPM Diagramming

Figure 2.6

Example of correct CPM Diagramming

2.

Figure 2.7

3.

An arrow cannot connect to the end of the previous activity.

Example of wrong CPM Diagramming

If a B activity depends on only a part of an A activity, An A activity
should be separated into nodes to show the start time of B activity clearly.
11

Figure 2.8

Example of wrong CPM Diagramming

Figure 2.9

Example of correct CPM Diagramming

4.

Figure 2.10

All nodes must be connected to start and end points of the network
diagram.

Example of wrong nodes connection in CPM

12

Figure 2.11

2.1.2.1

Example of correct nodes connection in CPM

Duration Analysis of Scheduling
The purpose of these diagrams is to facilitate a visual representation of the

sequence that activities must be completed and the interdependence and codependence of
activities leading to project completion. However, these also provide a visual guide for
analysis of the time it will take to complete the project, the importance of specific
sequences in identifying the “critical path”, and the “float” in the schedule which can be
used to insure completion of the project in a timely manner even if some activities are
delayed or given less attention. These analyses are achieved by working through the
diagram in a logical, methodical process.
2.1.2.1.1

Forward Pass

A forward pass is used to determine early start and early finish times for
construction project scheduling (Hinze, 2008). The assumption for this calculation is all
activities in the network are started in the earliest time. The first step for an early start
(ES) calculation is to define a start time for a network which is generally defined for the
first activity as zero. Early finish (EF) is calculated with a simple addition of duration and
early start. ES of follow-up activity is equal to the EF of the previous activity. If there are
13

more than one precedes activity, ES of follow-up activity is equal to the latest finish of
precedes activities.
2.1.2.1.2

Backward Pass

A backward pass is used to determine late start (LS) and late finish (LF) for
construction project scheduling. Calculation direction is from finish to start of the
network. Backward pass helps to identify the float times and the critical path. In contrast
to the forward pass, all activities start and finish as late as possible in backward pass. The
calculation starts from the finish and continues to start point of the network. Final activity
is the starting point and float is assumed as zero, Difference of late finish and duration
basically gives late start if there is only one succeeding activity. LF is equal to the earliest
LS of succeeding activities.
2.1.2.1.3

Float

Float is the difference between early start and finish or late start and finish.
Mathematically, subtraction of ES and EF or LS and LF gives the same result which is
the float of the schedule. If this subtraction is resulted with zero, then there is no float for
the activity which means the activity is critical. Two different kind of float is calculated
which are total float and free float. Total float shows how late an activity can be started
from its early start without any effect on determined project finish time. On the other
hand, free float shows how much time finish of an activity can be delayed without any
effect on start time of other activities.

14

2.1.2.1.4

Critical Path

Forward pass, backward pass, and float calculations are resulted with
determination of critical path. The critical path is the longest duration of the network. On
this path total float is zero and the project will delay if any of the activity which is on the
critical path is delayed. Critical path creates a chain between activities that are connected
to each other from start to end of the network.
2.1.3

Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) was developed by Lockheed

Corporation. PERT was applied on a US Navy Polaris Missile/Submarine Project in
1958. The project (included more than 3000 contractors) was completed two years earlier
than normal project duration by using PERT. This method is used for projects that is
subjected to the contingency of quantity and productivity. The biggest difference between
PERT and CPM is PERT is developed for projects that do not have an exact time and
cost.
PERT is developed for uncertain projects (Yakchali, 2016) such as the first
application of special investment projects or research and develop projects. CPM can use
knowledge from experienced project time and cost, however PERT cannot. CPM may be
useful to determine time if the uncertain activities are not on the critical path. In this case,
project cost cannot be determined exactly. On the other hand, PERT should be used if
uncertain activities are on the critical path to determine project time and cost (James,
1990).
PERT is known as an event oriented method. Three estimations are done to
determine optimistic, pessimistic, and most likely time. Although PERT and CPM are
15

two techniques that cover lacks of each other since they were developed, CPM has
become more popular in construction management area.
2.1.4

Precedence Diagramming Method (PDM)
PDM was developed in 1961 by John. W. Fondahl in Stanford University. PDM is

similar to CPM, however activities and connections are specified in a different way.
Activities are shown with boxes and relationships between activities is shown with
arrows. Boxes has general information about the activities such as the activity name,
duration, ES, EF, LS, and LF.

Figure 2.12

Terminology of activities in a network diagram

PDM helps to calculate the lag time that shows how late an activity can start and
finish based on the relationship between activities. Four logical relationships that are
finish-to-start, start-to-start, finish-to-finish, and start-to-finish are presented in PDM
(Mubarak, 2010). Finish-to-start relationship is the most common logical relationship and
is used to determine the earliest begin of the next activity. Start-to-start relationship is
used to demonstrate how start of one activity gives a start to successor activity. Finishto-finish relationship is generally used to indicate the association between activities in a
16

better way. Start-to-finish relationship is not useful for construction industry so it is
rarely used.
As previously discussed CPM requires all previous activities to be completed
before a successor activity starts. Describing overlapping activities in CPM causes
several difficulties and complexities. On the other hand, PDM is very useful to show the
interdependencies of activities clearly. This method includes almost all scheduling
software because it contains four major logical relationships and it is very readable and
easy to prepare (Miklos, 1997).
2.1.4.1

Example
A basic example and solution will be shown in this part to give a better

explanation- for forward pass, backward pass, critical path, and float calculations.
Table 2.1

Activities, durations, and processors for the example

Activity

Duration

Preceding Activity

A

24

-

B

12

A

C

48

A, B

D

8

-

E

16

D

F

32

E

G

20

F

H

10

D, F, G

I

40

C, E, H

J

15

I

17

Figure 2.13

18

Example solution

2.1.5

Line of Balance (LOB) Technique
This method was developed by the US Navy in 1950s to manage the schedule of

projects with the linear activities (Suhail and Neale, 1994). LOB technique has not been
popular in the US construction industry because other methods such as CPM and PDM
have been used in several software and they are enormously popular. LOB method
represents activities and time in a graph. In this graph, time is generally on the horizontal
axis and activity units or activity stages are on the vertical axis. The slope of the activity
stage line gives the production rate. The biggest assumption for LOB technique is that the
production rate of an activity is uniform and there is no gap between the finish time of an
activity and start time of another activity (Konakci, 2006).
LOB method has several advantages and disadvantages.
2.1.5.1

Advantages


LOB can calibrate the production rate of activities so comprehension of
the project is easier than other techniques.



A project manager can see if the advancement of the project is enough to
finish the project on schedule time.

2.1.5.2



LOB provides easy and effective resource flows.



LOB requires less time and effort for production than other methods.

Disadvantages


LOB method is not efficient for non-linear construction projects.



LOB does not have an ability to consider resource leveling at different
locations.
19



LOB method cannot predict the critical path clearly.



LOB cannot take the account of non-repetitive activities.

Figure 2.14

2.2

LOB Diagrams (Jung, 2013)

Conclusion
By the development of the construction industry, construction management and

scheduling has become more important. More knowledgeable engineers give an
opportunity to look at a different aspect to management by using several methods for
scheduling. Besides that, several computer programs are developed for scheduling to find
out more productive projects and to reduce cost and time in a more competitive
construction industry. Construction firms try to diminish their areas of interest to create
more professional projects. They concentrate on a specific project type to evolve special
project planning techniques.
The traditional project scheduling techniques differ on the logical relationship
between activities. Some traditional project scheduling techniques which are Gantt or bar
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charts, Critical Path Method (CPM), Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT),
Precedence Diagramming Method (PDM), and Line of Balance (LOB) Technique were
mentioned in this chapter. They can be advantageous and disadvantageous from project
to project. They all have lacks and productivities from different aspects of project so any
of them are not completely satisfactory. Table 2.1 gives a brief explanation about the
benefits and limitations of different scheduling methods.
Table 2.2

Different scheduling techniques and their limitations and benefits

Scheduling
Method
Gantt or bar
charts

Benefits





Limitations

Easy to prepare
Easy to understand
Clear start and finish time
Gives earliest completion
date

CPM

 Clear logic
 Determines the critical path
 Numerical ability to
calculate float
 Effective project control
tool
 Makes dependencies
visible
 Ability to reduce project
duration
 Ability to show project
schedule revisions

PERT

 Determines the critical path
 Ability to schedule complex
and big projects
 Ability to do what-if analysis
 Suitable for special
investment projects which has
uncertainty
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 Does not show
relationships
 Does not show
productivity rates
 Gives only one
possible schedule
(earliest)
 Activities should
differentiate
 Complexity of project
that has a high number
of activities
 Does not show
productivity rates
 Does not show the
time and place
together
 Does not account for
resource and resource
allocation
 Activities are
independent
 Requires a lot of
input that may be
expensive
 Subjected approach
for data collection

Table 2.2 (continued)
PDM

 Useful to show the
interdependencies of activities
clearly
 Includes four logical
relationships
 Readable and easy to prepare
 Concurrent activities can
overlap
 Lag availability
 Ability to determine the
extension time

 Complicated
manual calculations
 Harder to update
and manage
 Can calculate
different dates in
different software

LOB

 Ability to calibrate production
rate
 Easy to understand graphical
format
 Facilitates to report progress
 Provides easy and effective
resource flows

 Cannot predict
critical path clearly
 The production rate
of an activity is
uniform
 Does not consider
different activities

Determining which method is most useful for a specific project type would be
beneficial for having an appropriate scheduling technique. For this reason, Table 2.2
shows appropriation of the mentioned scheduling methods for different projects. The
small size projects do not require more than one year to complete. Also, resource
management and risk management are not completed for small projects. It may only
require one or two department to complete all the project. The project cost is less than
$1.5 million and generally about $50,000- $500,000. The construction project area is less
than 5,000 square feet. Large size projects are the projects that have a cost more than $50
million. These projects have a big risk for time delay and cost overrun. For these reason,
time management, risk management, cost management and resource management are
very deterministic for project success.
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Table 2.3
Scheduling
methods
Gantt or bar
charts

Suitable scheduling methods for different project types
Fundamental principles

Project types

 Less activities
 Shows only duration

Basic, small projects

CPM

 Complex design
 Deterministic
 Important to keep the project
on the critical path
 Large number of activities

Industrial or other complex
projects

PERT

 Complex projects
 Probabilistic
 Large number of activities

For uncertain projects such as
research and develop projects

PDM

 Best-case, worst case, and
most likely scenario
 Four types of dependencies
 Determines float

Small to medium projects

LOB

 Balance between different
activities for production
 Uniform production rate
 Resource-based scheduling

Repetitive projects (from
medium to long scheduling)
like apartments and buildings
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CHAPTER III
PROJECT SCHEDULING SOFTWARE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
3.1
3.1.1

Primavera
Planning Without Resources
This is the easiest way to plan a construction (Harris, 2006). Pricing is not done in

planning without resources.
3.1.1.1

Creating Project
The basic information to create and design a project should be included as:

3.1.1.2



Project name and definition



Construction firm name



Other information such as location of the project



Start and finish time of the project

Creating Calendars
Creating calendars before activity defining is easy and useful for scheduling.

Calendars are used to define work hours and workdays for each activity. National
holidays and non-work days also can be shown in the calendars. Moreover, calendars
should be specific for religious holidays and resource vacation days. Activity type defines
the calendar type, whether it is assigned a resource calendar or activity calendar.
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3.1.1.3

Creating Activity Codes
Activity codes are assigned for each activity in order to update, analysis, report

and organize them. To determine activity codes, first of all we need to understand the
project. Determination of the number of the stages of the project, the department of the
project such as mechanical, electrical, etc., and the part of the company that is included in
the project such as procurement and accounting departments facilitate organizing a
project faultless.
In Primavera P6, activity code creations are divided into 3 groups;


Global activity codes



Enterprise project structure (EPS) level activity codes



Project level activity codes

Three of them are defined in the same way.
 Choose Enterprise, Activity codes
 Choose one of the global, EPS, and project options
 Click modify
 Click add and determine the activity code name
 Determine the maximum number of characters for the activity code values
Figure 3.1 illustrates the data window created by the program to allow
determination and verification of the activity codes programmed into the system (Oracle,
2009).
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Figure 3.1

3.1.1.4

Activity Codes Determination

Adding and Modifying Activities
Activities are the smallest part of the work breakdown structure (WBS). They are

primary elements of a project and directly affect the project’s total scope (Brown, 2011).
Activities should determine before they define in the program. Some key factors should
be considered for activities determination.


Activities scope



Duration of the activity



Determination of the team that will work for the activities



A division of the activity of the parts and making a good distribution of
the work
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In Primavera P6, Activities window is used to add and modify an activity.
Activity Table and Gantt Chart or Activity Network are used to add a new activity.
Adding a new activity to the Activity Table starts to select an activity for a group that we
want to add the activity. Adding a new activity to Activity Network is done by selecting
an activity box in a group band and adds the activity in this group as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2

Adding a new activity to activity network

(Oracle, 2009)
3.1.1.5

Adding Logic
Logic provides to finish all activities in an order that is appropriate to work

sequences. In this manner, activities’ start and finish time are determined. Trace logic
tool in Primavera allows to have backward and forward passes to view predecessors and
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successors. This logic helps to understand the negative float which cannot be actually
negative. All activities in a consecutive network have successors and predecessors except
first milestone and starting points. They do not have predecessors. Also, activities that
represent project completion time do not have successors. Figure 3.3 shows activity
dependencies, processors and successors.

Figure 3.3

3.1.1.6

An illustration of activity relationships

Scheduling the Project
Primavera can determine the earliest project duration. Also, it has an ability to

calculate critical path which is a chain of long duration activities and shows earliest
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project finish time. Activities on the critical path cannot be delayed because their floats
are zero. Any delay on critical path has a direct effect on project duration.
For a selected activity, scheduling information can be defined by Activity Details
Status Tab in Primavera as shown in Figure 3.4. Free float, total float, duration,
constraints, actual start and finish dates can be specified in this tab. After all values are
determined, Primavera can calculate project duration based on the predetermined
project’s calendar.

Figure 3.4

3.1.1.7

Activity Details Status Tab in Primavera

Filters and Layouts
Filters and layouts are reports that help to manage the program and to get coherent

reports for activities and projects. Filters decline the project open time by reducing
activities that are displayed (Harris, 2006). Figure 3.5 illustrates the options for filters.
The user can determine specialized layouts to view the information about the project as in
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5

Customizing Filters in Primavera

(Oracle, 2009)

Figure 3.6

Determining specialized layouts

(Oracle, 2009)
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3.1.1.8

Reports and Printing
Printing reports is an efficient way to represent the information about the project

between all project management members. Page setting could be defined by user in
Primavera such as adding footer and header, margins and page orientations. Also printing
options and preview before printing help to communicate project data.
3.1.1.9

Publishing the Project
Making the project available for the project team members that need it is very

important. Having a good communication with team members helps to share methods,
processes, and schedule with different local or worldwide companies in an effective and
easy way. Publishing the project in Primavera can be done by sharing in HTML format.
Project Web Site Publisher helps to reach the project and to get detailed information
about project data.
3.1.2
3.1.2.1

Defining Process Without Resources
Setting the Baseline
Comparing schedule and monitoring the progress can be done with a baseline,

which is an integrated copy of the project plan. Baseline categories can be defined by the
user and recorded baseline dates help to compare the project with actual works. What-if
project plan baseline, initial planning baseline, and mid-project status baseline are the
examples of baseline categories.
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3.1.2.2

Tracking and Monitoring Progress
Any changes are done about works and methods should be specified in the

project. Schedule of the project should be updated in a certain time interval. The progress
report date is known as Data Date which is the date of status information is collected.
Following activities should be collected for updating the project.


Actual start time



Percentage of completed works



Duration to complete activities



Actual start and finish time for completed activities



Revisions for non-completed activities

Each activity can be updated manually, automatically, and using timesheets.
Percent of the completed activities are determined by different methods. The user should
specify the type of percent calculation. An example of tracking completed activity is
shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7

Tracking completed activities and modifying percent complete type

(Oracle, 2009)
3.1.3
3.1.3.1

Scheduling with Resources
Creating and Using Resources
The project management module has a sample hierarchical resource table to help

controlling project effectively. Unit process, limit of availability, and calendar should be
defined in resources table for each resource which is shown in Figure 3.8. In Enterprise
environment, these data can be already specified.
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Figure 3.8

Defining Resources

(Oracle, 2009)
3.1.3.2

Activity Types and Resource Usage
Activity types affect resource calculations. Primavera has several features to

conduct user to get more realistic and accurate results. Resource usage tables and profiles
help with analysis resource requirements. Data can be exported to Excel.
3.1.4

Monitoring Schedule with Resources
Updating a project with resources requires to get some information about:


The cost spent of every activity for per day



The cost required to complete every activity
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This data provides an opportunity to transfer resources to the program in a reliable
way (Harris, 2006).
3.1.5

Getting Started with Primavera

3.1.5.1

Opening Primavera P6
Primavera P6 Project Management tool requires a valid username and password

to open. Also, the user must select the database or accept the chosen database as
represented in Figure 3.9. If database configuration was not done before, configuration
with Microsoft SQL or Oracle Databases must be completed before open the P6.
Installation and configuration information for P6 is given in Oracle Primavera P6
Administrator’s Guide.

Figure 3.9

Primavera P6 Login
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3.1.5.2

Creating Projects
Create new button is used to add a new project. Open Existing button allows to

select a project from Open Project form. Also a button appears to open last project. Open
Global data button starts only Project Management module as shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10

3.1.5.3

Selecting the project portfolio and options to start a new project

Selecting a Portfolio
Typical projects can be collected in a portfolio as a group of projects which would

be any number. A portfolio can be selected by clicking File, Select Project Portfolio
options. Also the dialog box for Project Portfolios can be used to view or change some
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information about a selected portfolio. Figure 3.11 shows specifying the availability of
the portfolio, adding more portfolio, and deleting portfolio with this dialog box. The
project Portfolio option is very useful if the user has a large project and want to break it
down into small projects.

Figure 3.11

3.1.5.4

Project Portfolios

Customize the Workspace
After open a project user face with home workspace and can modify it with the

user’s preferences. View and Toolbars options help to specify toolbars which are
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navigation bar, directory bar, command bar and status bar illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Directory bar is used to switch user’s focus and the navigation bar is used to move
between open windows. Command bar makes use of several functions of the selectedwindow.

Figure 3.12

Toolbars in Primavera P6

User can specify layouts and define activities for evaluation. Also database
includes some standard layouts. A work breakdown structure (WBS) layout is a standard
layout example, which is shown in Figure 3.13. Planned duration, remaining duration,
activity name, and activity ID information are shown in WBS Layout.
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Figure 3.13

3.2

Classic Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Layout

Microsoft (MS) Project
Microsoft Project is a software for controlling, tracking, and planning a project to

support project managers. It is as useful as Primavera and very popular for project
management all over the world. Cost and duration calculations can be done with MS
Project accurately. Also, it gives an opportunity to the user to see the effects of possible
changes on the final project cost and duration before the project completion time.
After planning of the project is completed, works can be started. MS Project can
determine how close or far the current cost and time to the targeted cost and time during
the construction phases. In this way some adjustment can be done by the project manager
in order to finish projects as determined.
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3.2.1

Getting Started with MS Project
Some details about the project can be specified before creating the project in MS

Project Software. A work breakdown structure, a time schedule, and a resource plan can
facilitate the procedure to put information into the software.
3.2.1.1

Creating a New Project Plan
Multiple ways are available to create a new project plan as represented in Figure

3.14. In file tab, user can create a new project with desired method by clicking New and
then Create.

Figure 3.14

Creating new project in MS Project
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3.2.1.2

Setting Project Start and Finish Time
Two different techniques can be used for scheduling which are starting from the

start date or starting from the end date. This information can be specified from Project,
and then Project Information Tabs which is illustrated in Figure 3.15. Also user can
determine the calendar for the project with three options which are Standard, Night Shift,
and 24 Hours.

Figure 3.15

Specifying project information

(start and finish date)
3.2.1.3

Setting the Project Calendar
Project managers can determine the calendar for the project with three options

which are Standard, Night Shift, and 24 Hours. Each of them can be specified with
manager needs. Also, working and non-working times have a significant effect on project
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scheduling and they need to be determined before works start (Atchison and Kennemer,
2011). From Project Tab, Change Working Time option helps to create a new calendar as
in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16

Creating, selecting, modifying a calendar

After creating a new calendar, the user must assign the desired calendar for the
project from Project, Project Information button.
3.2.2

Organizing Tasks and Work Breakdown Structure
Once the project is created and calendar is assigned, a summary task is

determined which has multiple subtasks. The summary task is created with View, Gantt
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chart button. User can describe task mode and name, duration, start and finish time, and
predecessors on a Gantt chart. All subtasks are entered into the summary task to define
the project details. User can indent and outdent a task by using the toolbar.
Work breakdown structure helps to organize the project’s tasks with numerical
values in a logical hierarchy. Format tab has a box for Outline Number which gives
numbers of tasks.
3.2.3

Entering Durations
Duration is an estimated time to complete a task. It can be defined as minutes,

hours, days, weeks and months, however usually used as days and weeks. Task duration
must be specified in calendar duration. If the schedule has 8 working hours, duration of
the task is determined by this scheduled working hours. Also, non-working days affect
the duration of the work such as weekends, which can also be determined as a working
day. Figure 3.17 shows an example for different tasks and their durations.
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Figure 3.17

3.2.4

Tasks and specified durations

Defining Resources
Next step after creating tasks is defining resources that are categorized into three

types: work, material, and cost resources. Work resources indicate equipment and people,
material resources are consumed procuring, and cost resources are independent
expenditure such as airfare.
Resource Sheet can be used to specify resources types and groups, shortening for
resources, cost per use for work resources, accrues, and base calendar for resources
calendar. From View Tab and Resource Sheet resources can entered and defined as
desired. Resources can be assigned to Resource Names column in the Gantt chart table by
choosing appropriate resources for the selected task.
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Figure 3.18

3.2.5

Resource sheet to define resources

Creating Task Relationships
Task relationships must be defined to schedule and manage a project. Project

finish time is a function of the start and finish times of all tasks. Some tasks may require
to start after completion of other tasks. These kinds of relationships which can also be
called as dependencies are specified in four types: Finish to start (FS), start to start (SS),
finish to finish (FF), and start to finish (SF). Successors’ start dates are defined by the
predecessors’ finish dates in FS dependency. In SS dependency, second task cannot start
until first task starts. Predecessor must be finished before a successor task completed in
FF dependency. Predecessor’s start date determines successor’s finish time in SF
dependency. Start to finish relationship is the default dependency in MS Project. If user
wants to change it, predecessor column can be specified on Gantt chart.
3.2.6

Creating Milestones, Deadlines, Notes and Task Constraints
Monitoring the progress of the project and determining a specific action point is

done by creating a milestone which is a reference point. Task Tab, Milestone Button
creates a milestone above the selected row. Targeted completion time for a task is called
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a deadline. Complete project, resources, or tasks can be assigned more information by
adding notes. Constraints are the limitations for a task to be started or finished between
restricted times.
3.2.7

Printing View and Project Reports
Printing view is a very effective way to see project plan. User can specify the

information that will be printed. View Tab, Task Views Option helps to select the view
that the user wants to print. Then, File Tab, Print Option helps to print the selected view
easily. Also, built-in reports can be printed by selecting Report, and then selecting the
type of the report as in Figure 3.19, and Print Options.

Figure 3.19

Creating reports and selecting templates in MS Project
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3.3

Comparison Primavera vs. MS Project
Although many software is available for project management, MS Project and

Primavera are very popular among them. They have been used for cost management,
scheduling, and resource management. In this chapter, an evaluation on both software
was done to give a brief description about capability and usage. Now, a comparison
between them will be given to show differences, advantages and disadvantages. The aim
of this comparison is to illustrate the performances, abilities, and limitations of using MS
Project and Primavera for construction management.
3.3.1

Installation and Maintenance Cost
Even though other factors affect the user’s decision to purchase a project

management software, the cost of the subjected software is also very determinative
(Gharaibeh, 2014). While the MS Project Software cost is around $200, Primavera is
much more expensive than it with a cost of $2500. As a result of license cost, it is harder
for Primavera to reach a wide user community.
3.3.2

Ease of Use, Baselines and Columns
The simplicity of a software is one of the main determinant for user’s preference.

MS Project is very preferable because of its uncomplicated interface (Hawkins, 2007). In
comparison with MS Project, Primavera is more complex and detailed. Despite MS
Project has around 40 columns and 11 baselines, Primavera has more than 200 columns
and unlimited baselines.
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3.3.3

Accessibility for Multiple User
Primavera supports multi-project and multi-user access which makes it more user

friendly. A project can be shared, edited, tracked and managed by multiple user. Also,
restricted and released information about the project can be defined by user. On the other
hand, there is no option for MS Project to be accessible from multiple user while it has
the multi - project feature.
3.3.4

Activity Dependencies
While Primavera supports more than one activity relationship types, MS Project

gives only one activity relationship type option between two tasks. An example can
clarify this differences. For example, user can define Finish to Finish or Start to Finish
dependencies for two activities in Primavera, while can define only one dependencies in
MS Project. Having multiple activity relationship in Primavera makes it more robust and
useful for complex projects.
3.3.5

Macros Availability
Although MS Project allows user to create Macros for defining complex formulas

with the help of VBA language, Primavera cannot empower creating Macros. These
Macros facilitate to create an automatic way for repetitive actions in a complex project
which has several input.
3.3.6

Publishing the Project
This feature is very important to establish an excellent communication between

team members. Primavera has an ability to publish the project by the user in an HTML
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format and make it available for team members while MS Project does not support
project website feature.
3.3.7

Project Reports
Reporting in MS Project is very limited and it is not capable to be customized by

user which makes the reports very unpractical (Gharaibeh, 2014). Despite of that,
Primavera has a variety of reporting and customizing options which utilize to control and
observe the project.
Table 3.1

Comparison of Primavera vs. MS Project with some criteria
Criterion

Primavera

MS Project

Cost

High

Low

Ease of Use

Hard

Easy

Baselines

Unlimited

11

Columns

200

40

Multi-user

Yes

No

Multi-project

Yes

Yes

Multi-dependency

Yes

No

Macros

No

Yes

Project Website

Yes

No

Reporting

Comprehensive

Limited
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CHAPTER IV
SURVEY
4.1

Survey Structure
The target of the survey was to determine most widely used scheduling method

and project management software. Also, the main reason to use a project management
software was asked to respondents. Multiple choice and rating questions were prepared
for the survey to make it non-complex and easy to respond. Respondents are able to
choose more than one option that are given for all questions. The questions of the survey
are as the following structure:


Name of the respondent



Name of the company



Roles of the respondent in the company



Number of employees in the company



Annual company revenue



Average annual managed construction project by company



Type of the project that is subject to planning with project management
software in the company



Years of experience of respondent in construction industry



Methods used for project scheduling in the company



Project management software used in the company
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The main reason for selecting mentioned project management software



The main reason for using a project management tool in the company



Percentage of project that is planned with project management tools



Primary responsible person for project management software usage



The main purpose to use project management software in the company



If you would have only two software options (Primavera and MS Project),
which one would you prefer to use for construction management, why?

The survey was created by using a survey preparation website which is Typeform
to make it accessible by all respondents without registration. A copy of survey document
is illustrated as Appendix A. Respondents could be able to skip questions if they do not
prefer to answer. Also, a fillable PDF document was constructed for the survey to give a
second option to the contacts to make the survey more accessible. About 85 construction
companies were asked to fill out the online survey or fillable PDF form survey. Website
was visited 47 times as seen in Figure 4.1. In other words, about 55% of the contacts
would like to see the survey. 47% of the visitors responded which means the survey was
filled out by 22 respondents. Average completion time of the survey was 4 minutes 48
seconds. The author tried to make the survey as simple as he can for more participants.
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Figure 4.1

Illustration of survey results’ details

The responded companies were generally medium to large size international
companies, so 70% of the responded companies has above 150 employees. The other
selected choices were 25-100 and less than 25 that were selected by 15% of respondents.
Participants were asked to respond annual revenue of the company and results indicates
that 50% of the companies have more than $500 Million, 25% of the companies have less
than $25 Million, 15 % of the companies have between $101-$500 Million, and 10% of
them has between $51-$100 Million for their annual revenue. One more question was
prepared to get an idea about construction companies’ sizes. More than 50 construction
projects were managed annually by the 35% of the companies responded. Most types of
the project that are subjected to planning with project management software in the
companies are 35% of building and 20% of highway projects.
Used construction project scheduling techniques were asked to the participants.
Critical path method (CPM) and Gantt chart method are most common project scheduling
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methods based on the result of the survey and they were chosen by 55% and 40% of the
respondents, respectively. 65% of the respondents prefer to use MS Project software and
general reasons for their choices are ease of use and accessibility. On the other hand, 8
respondents are using Primavera software for project management because of accuracy.
The aim of other question is to learn the main reason for using a project management
(PM) tool in the construction industry. 15 answers indicate that cause of using a PM tool
is saving time and cost. Primary responsible persons to use project management software
are project manager and assistant project manager based on the answers. The main
purposes of the usage of PM tools in the construction industry are scheduling, cost
management, resource management, collaboration, reporting and analyzing, and tracking
system. The participants gave the highest rates to scheduling and cost management with a
rate of 4.45 and 3.90 out of 5, respectively. On the other hand, the lowest rate is 3.25 out
of 5 is given to resource management.
The last question of the survey is related to compare MS Project and Primavera.
While 4 participants do not prefer to reply that question, 11 persons mention that MS
Project is more useful than Primavera and 7 persons prefer to use Primavera. The
respondents who chose MS Project state that it is an easier, cheaper and widely used
project management software than others. The presented reason for the respondents who
prefer to use Primavera is its capability, functionality, accuracy, and a stronger logic
system.
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS
The survey results from companies in Turkey and US were evaluated. Ten
companies responded that are located in Turkey and 12 respondent companies are located
in the US. The sizes of the companies are generally mid to large while a few of them are
small size. The evaluation was completed by considering company size and its region.
Most preferred construction project scheduling methods are Critical Path Method (CPM)
and Gantt Chart Method. Although 4 respondents do not use any of the scheduling
methods that mentioned in Chapter II, 18 of them chose at least one of the options to
specify used methods. Moreover, the most common PM software is MS Project followed
by Primavera.
One respondent chooses SureTrak, one respondent states of using Excel, and 3 of
them do not use any of the PM software. Mentioned reasons for selecting to use MS
Project are being uncomplicated, cheaper and widely used. While some of the
respondents indicate that it has a large amount of resources in case of a technical
problem, some of them think that it is more accurate than other software. Primavera is
used because of it is considered highly accuracy and the industry standards by the
respondents who prefer to use it.
Moreover, a literature review study was done to examine which scheduling
method is more appropriate for a project. The construction project would be small to
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large size which is classified based on project complexity, project cost and scope. Gantt
chart method is very appropriate for small size projects which have a construction area
less than 5000 square feet and project cost less than $1.5 million. CPM is very useful for
complex and large projects which can be defined as projects that have a cost more than
$50 million. CPM provides an opportunity to calculate critical path and float. PERT can
be used for uncertain projects such as special investment projects or research and
development projects. For example, if the project is the first application of it and there is
no predictive duration to complete the works, PERT can be useful because it is an event
oriented method. PDM has many abilities for scheduling such as CPM. It also has four
logical relationships between activities. However, it is shown with boxes. So, using PDM
in large projects can cause some complexities. For these reason, PDM is useful for small
to mid-size projects. LOB technique is not popular in the construction industry such as
CPM and PDM. Production rate assumes as uniform, so it would be applicable for
repetitive projects such as apartments and buildings projects.
Comparison between Primavera and MS Project indicates that Primavera is more
robust than MS Project. It is more advantageous for large projects which involve
hundreds of stakeholders and have a competition time more than a year. It is very detailed
with unlimited baseline and 200 columns. Also, it is very professional with some
specialties such as multi-user and multi-project options and many customizable different
report options. Beyond these, MS Project is a very popular for scheduling and tracking in
the construction sector. It is cheaper and easier to use than Primavera and these features
makes it more preferable for small to medium size projects. MS Project can be used for
large projects but it is difficult to define and control all activities in one project. User
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needs to separate the large and complex project into sub-projects and needs to make some
hand management to manage all the sub-projects independently and to keep work order
in MS Project. Primavera has undisputed advantages to overcome risk and complexity for
scheduling large projects without making hand managements.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION, LIMITATION AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDIES
6.1

Conclusion
In conclusion, using scheduling methods brings a more professional management

skill to construction managers. Cost overrun and time delay problems can be minimized
by using appropriate scheduling techniques. By managing these project issues, attention
can be given to other aspects of the job at hand to help insure an acceptable result is
achieved.
Selecting effective project management software is as important as chosen
scheduling method. The most widely used project management tools which are Primavera
and MS project were evaluated and compared. The author came up with an idea about
this two software and their benefits and limitations. While Primavera is very functional
for scheduling, MS Project is very handy and cheap. Project manager should decide the
software by considering project’s scope, cost, risk, and size. For sure, if there is no
limitation about the cost of the software and user is capable to use all the function of the
program, Primavera is more preferable for all projects.
Based on the survey study, 88.2% of the responded companies from small to large
size are using project management software and scheduling techniques. The most popular
scheduling technique is CPM and the most popular project management tool is MS
Project. The author formed a judgement about PM software and scheduling methods
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used in the construction industry with the survey study done. A high percent of the
company is using tools to come up with a more professional outcome in a short time.
6.2

Limitations
The major limitation incorporated with the thesis is a configuration database in

Primavera P6. Although many different database options such as SQL and Oracle were
tried to configure with the software, the problem could not be solved. On the other hand,
contacted people for the survey study would not like to fill out the survey, so the study
could not be completed with a large amount of response number.
6.3

Recommendations for Future Studies
There are a number of recommendations that can be drawn from this effort.

These include:


The survey was completed with a limited number of construction
companies. In the future, research should be conducted which expands the
study to a large number of respondents. A greater diversity of contactors
could be incorporated into the analysis, as could companies in other
countries, and thereby validate the conclusions or identify dissimilarities.



The comparison of Primavera and MS Project would be enlarged by
introducing more features.



A survey about cost and risk management in the construction industry
would be done to show the importance of them to outcome with more
professional works.
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A detailed survey about the scheduling techniques can be expanded by
researchers to determine the appropriate scheduling methods for different
projects.
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